Inner Journeying Sessions
@
Running parallel to art is the imagination, the wellspring of creative endeavour.
Harnessing the ability to stay tapped into that spring and to flow as a creative person is an
art in and unto itself. There are many meditative practices which a person can learn to do
to stabilize themselves to receive creative inspiration. Over the years I've come to credit
and trust through experience one such practice, what I've come to call Inner Journeying, a
type of Shamanic Journeying.
My intention around the pratice for the past 15 years has been focused on using it to
connect with myself and others on a fundamental level for the purpose of inner healing.
At the root and crown of what inner healing means to me is sensual reconstitution, the
discovery of and bringing together of all the psychic elements, the alchemical union of the
opposites...spiritual oneness.
One aspect of Inner Journeying is the activation of spatial memory through the repetitive
practicing of it – a remembering as well as encouragement toward memorization of the
inner space and its landmark as well as more subtle, hidden qualities. While relating
deeply with this aspect of the pratice and discovering my own inner qualities, I realized
Inner Journeying had become a certified way for me to progressively and repetitively
respond to myself in different states of consciousness, including in dream, with precise
intentional clarity.
This clarity of intention is a boon and a benefit as it develops, becoming a kind of psychic
treasure, one that expands upon itself and modifies the journeyer's experience. It brings
with it the potency that drives creative inspiration – the ability to speculate upon and
dialogue with idea forms. This ability, especially for the creative individual, is like a
fountain of life. It offers an endless stream of faceted impressions, deep ponderings and
connected inner storylines to explore – all contained within the journeyer themselves.

Around 5 years ago I began transmitting the approach I use to do an inner journey to
others. As I was giving one-on-one sessions I soon realized I was consecutively giving
people three basic steps to follow that brought them to the distilled experience of an inner
journey. And so I'd found a name for it, The Trifold Approach to Inner Journeying.
As I am transmitting the approach I am guiding the journeyer to pay attention and trust
their inner impressions, to come out to themselves with intention while seeking their own
inner guidance.
So this brings me to a big part of why I've set up this page – if you wish to have an Inner
Journeying session with me I am available! I am also available for group sessions.
Scroll down for rates & contact.

One-on-One Inner Journey Session :
€ 120 -3 hrs
You learn the Trifold Approach to Inner Journeying with my experienced in-depth
guidance.
Return for more than one session and receive a discount of € 20

Location :
My private atelier in the 3rd District of Vienna or a comfortable space that you provide
(within Vienna).

Group Inner Journey Session :
€30 per person - 1.5 hrs
Min of 5 - Max of 20 people
Everyone learns the Trifold Approach to Inner Journeying + has the option of engaging in
a sharing circle afterward where they can speak about their experiences and ask me
questions.

Location :
I will come to your group (within Vienna). The space should be comfortable and big
enough for a group to be sitting/laying together on the floor.

Required Materials :
A notepad and a pen/pencil

Contact :
art@kevincampeau.com

